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Clockwise from top left: Bauhaus Dessau III © Sabine Wild, lumas.com; Psychology in the
Jungle © Jens Hausmann, lumas.com; Bauhaus © Horst & Daniel Zielske, lumas.com; Bauhaus
Dessau © Chisel & Mouse, lumas.com; Avantgarde House © Jens Hausmann, lumas.com

Three Cheers for Timeless Design
LUMAS Celebrates the Bauhaus Centennial with Curated Art
Berlin, March 27, 2019 – Bauhaus is still considered one of the most significant art schools, exerting an
influence over modern architecture and design that can still be seen today. Following the motto of “Form follows
function,” Bauhaus birthed numerous classic designs and architectural highlights. In celebration of Bauhaus’s
100-year anniversary, LUMAS art gallery is presenting works dedicated to Bauhaus architecture, from abstract
to true-to-life to miniature models.

British brothers Robert and Gavin Paisley celebrate the beauty of the
industrialized world by crafting extremely detailed models of architectural
masterpieces under the moniker of Chisel & Mouse. In addition to creating
3D cityscapes of Paris, Amsterdam, and Berlin, they draw inspiration from
iconic buildings and reproduce them in scale models. Sticking to the form
follows function principle, their Empire State Building or Bauhaus in Dessau
are gorgeous bookends and design objects at the same time.
For the Bauhaus centennial, a mini version of the popular plaster model
“Bauhaus Dessau” is available exclusively at LUMAS.
Bauhaus Dessau © Chisel & Mouse, lumas.com

Shortly before the sun rises and awakes a city, there is a very special atmosphere. Horst
and Daniel Zielske capture this perfectly in their work. Their photographs are typically
taken during the morning blue hour when the streets are still empty.
Their new series is dedicated to Bauhaus architecture, prompting them to visit Dessau,
the city that had a decisive influence on the style. The clean lines and cubic forms of the
buildings are truly in the spotlight in these photographs, showing us the artists’ talent for
detail shots.
The new pieces “Bauhaus” and “Bauhaus II” are available starting in April.
Bauhaus II © Horst & Daniel
Zielske, lumas.com
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Jens Hausmann’s art reflects his fascination with spaces, landscapes, and
perspective. Using the interplay between light and shadow, he puts puristic buildings in
the spotlight. Free floating terraces, massive picture windows, driveways, and yards with
large swimming pools are characteristic of his work. The owners of these spectacular
houses are rarely to be seen, only possessions like sun chairs or cars that hint at their
lifestyles. The clear architectural formal vocabulary reflects a Bauhaus influence.
“Avantgarde House” is available in sizes of 23.6” x 18.9” or larger starting at $599.

Avantgarde House © Jens Hausmann, lumas.com

A typical characteristic of Berlin-based artist Sabine Wild’s work is
horizontal and vertical hatching that gives the pieces a shimmering
texture. Her fascination with architecture is evident in her new
photographs from Dessau. The abstract visual vocabulary creates an
exciting contrast between art and reality. The true reality can only be
guessed at.
The new works “Bauhaus Dessau II” and “Bauhaus Dessau III” are
available starting in April. These artworks start at $699 in sizes of
23.6” x 35.4” or larger.
Bauhaus Dessau II © Sabine Wild, lumas.com

The entire LUMAS collection is available online and in 35 galleries worldwide.

About LUMAS
In over 35 galleries around the world, LUMAS offers museum-quality art editions. More than 3,000 works by
250 established artists and many promising newcomers deliver a comprehensive look into the contemporary
art and design scenes. The works are available as hand-signed originals in limited editions of 75-150.
Information for the press
We have more in-depth information about LUMAS, our exhibitions, artists, and their works, and are happy to
provide images for press use. Please do not hesitate to contact us for information and digital files.
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